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Description
The General Equilibrium Model for Economy-Energy-Environment 

(GEM-E3) model is an economic simulation model used for 
forecasting and policy analysis. Developed by a team of researchers 
from the National Technical University of Athens and other 
institutions, GEM-E3 is a Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) 
model that is designed to simulate the behavior of agents in different 
sectors of the economy and the interactions between them.

The model is based on a complex set of equations that simulate the 
interactions between various economic variables, including 
production, consumption, trade, and employment. It is designed to be 
flexible, allowing users to modify key assumptions and parameters in 
order to explore different policy options and scenarios.

One of the key features of the GEM-E3 model is its ability to 
analyze the interactions between different policy areas, including 
trade, energy, and climate change. This makes it a valuable tool for 
policymakers who are seeking to design integrated policies that 
address multiple economic and environmental challenges.

The GEM-E3 model has been used in a variety of applications, 
including assessments of climate change policies, evaluations of 
energy policies, and analyses of trade agreements. While it is a 
complex model that requires significant data inputs and technical 
expertise to use effectively, it has the potential to provide valuable 
insights into the workings of the economy and the impacts of different 
policy interventions.

It is a computer-based economic model used to analyze the impacts 
of various economic and environmental policies. It is used by 
researchers, policymakers, and other stakeholders to assess the 

economic, social, and environmental implications of different policy 
scenarios.

Scope of GEM-E3 model
The GEM-E3 model has a wide range of potential applications,

particularly in the area of economic policy analysis. Here are a few 
examples of how the model has been used in practice

Climate change policy: The GEM-E3 model has been used to 
evaluate the potential economic impacts of climate change policies, 
such as carbon pricing or emissions trading schemes. By simulating 
the effects of these policies on different economic sectors, the model 
can help policy makers understand the costs and benefits of different 
policy options.

Trade policy: The GEM-E3 model has also been used to evaluate 
the potential effects of trade agreements or tariffs on different 
countries or regions. By simulating the changes in trade flows and 
economic activity, the model can help policy makers understand the 
distributional impacts of different trade policies.

Energy policy: The GEM-E3 model has been used to evaluate the 
impacts of different energy policies, such as renewable energy targets 
or energy efficiency standards. By simulating the effects of these 
policies on energy demand, investment, and employment, the model 
can help policy makers identify the most effective policies for 
achieving their energy goals.

Economic development: The GEM-E3 model has also been used 
to simulate the effects of different development strategies on economic 
growth and employment. By modeling the interactions between 
different economic sectors and regions, the model can help policy 
makers identify the most effective policies for promoting sustainable 
economic development.

The model is also designed to be flexible and user-friendly, 
allowing policymakers and researchers to modify key assumptions and 
parameters in order to explore different policy scenarios. This makes it 
a valuable tool for assessing the economic and environmental 
implications of different policy options and for informing evidence-
based policy decisions.

Conclusion
The GEM-E3 model is a valuable tool for policy makers and 

researchers who are interested in understanding the complex 
interactions between different economic sectors and policies. The 
model's ability to simulate a wide range of economic variables and 
policy scenarios makes it a useful tool for exploring the potential 
impacts of different policy interventions on the economy and the 
environment.
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